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In this paper, a general ower bound on the monotone network complexity of 
semidisjoint bilinear forms is proved. By this method an n 3/2 lower bound for the 
Boolean convolution is obtained. Up to now the best known lower bound for the 
Boolean convolution was of size n 4/3 (Blum, 1981, I EEE  Annual Sympos. Found. 
Comput. Sci. 22, 101-108). 
1. SUMMARY 
It is well known in Boolean network theory that nearly all functions have 
exponential complexity. But until now the best known lower bound for a 
function over the basis of all two input-functions i  of size 3n by Blum (to 
appear), and for the monotone basis it is an/2(nZ/log n) bound for n-output 
functions by Wegener (1982). We only treat the monotone basis. 
Furthermore we know a lower bound of size n 3/2 for the Boolean matrix 
product derived by Pratt (1975), Paterson (1975), and Mehlhorn and Galil 
(1976), and an n 5/3 lower bound for special Boolean sums derived by 
Mehlhorn (1979) and Pippenger (1977). For the Boolean convolution the 
best known lower bound until now was of size rt 4/3 derived by a technically 
involved proof of Blum (1981). Here we give a much easier proof for a 
general ower bound on the monotone complexity of semi-disjoint bilinear 
forms. As a corollary we obtain an n 3/2 lower bound for the Boolean con- 
volution. 
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, AND THE MAIN RESULT 
DEFINITION 1. A monotone function is called quadratic, if all prime 
implicants o f f  have length two. 
The definitions of monotone functions, monoms, prime implicants, etc. 
may be found, for example, in [10]. 
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DEFINITION 2. Let f: {0, 1}n+n'-~ {0, 1 }N be a quadratic function defined 
on the set of variables X U Y, where X = {x 0 ..... xn_ 1 } and Y = { Y0 ..... Y,- 1 }. 
Such a function is a semi-disjoint bilinear form iff the following properties 
are fulfilled. 
(1) For each output function and for each variable z there exists at 
most one prime implicant containing z.
(2) Different output functions have only different prime implicants. 
(3) Each prime implicant of f consists of exactly one y and one x 
variable. 
DEFINITION 3. The Boolean convolution is the semi-disjoint bilinear 
form where n = n', N = 2n - l, and every output Uk, 0 ~ k ~< 2n - 2 has the 
form 
Uk= V xiYj, 04 i ,  j~n- - l .  
i+ j=k  
Notations. (a) Let MC(f )  describe the monotone complexity o f f  
(b) Let ress(V ) be the function computed at gate v in S. 
(c) Let I(ress(V)) (PI(ress(V))) be the set of implicants (prime 
implicants) of ress(V ). 
The following theorem, proved by Mehlhorn and Galil (1976), will be 
used in the proof of the lower bound. 
THEOREM 1. Let S be any monotone circuit, let v be any gate in S, and 
let PI(ress(V))={po,...,pk}. I f there is no monom m, such that 
m Apo ~ PI(f)  for some output f of S, then the following circuits S' 
computes the same outputs as S. S' is obtained from S by replacing v by a 
circuit realizing Pl V ... V Pk. 
3. THE LOWER BOUND 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a semi-disjoint bilinear form. Let r i be the number 
of prime implieants, which contain variable x i. Then 
MC(f)  ) ~ .1/2 t i • 
i=1 
THEOREM 3. Let F be the Boolean convolution. Then 
Me(F) >/n 3/2. 
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Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 2, where r; = n for all 
10,..., n -  1}. 
Theorem 3 gives the main result of this paper. But it is more natural to 
prove Theorem 2. The reason for this purpose is that we prove the result by 
fixing variables to 0. After such a step we get again a semi-disjoint bilinear 
form if we start with such a function, while a similar claim does not hold for 
the Boolean convolution. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let x i be any variable and let S be a monotone 
circuit rea l iz ingf  In S we look for a set of gates, called Mxi , such that on 
every path from x i to an output there exists a gate of this set. Mxi is chosen 
in such a way, that there exists an assignement a on the set of variables 
XU Y/{xi}, such that ress(G ) is constant for every G C Mxr  We will show, 
that if M~ is not large enough, at least one output of f restricted to a depends 
on xi, but each ress(G ) restricted to a is constant, which is a contradiction. 
Let M~, be the set of all V-gates G, such that G is the first V-gate on a 
path from x i to an output with the property that there exists some j 4= i and 
some h, where x jy  h E I(ress(G)), 
= {Ukl e I (uk)}  
~g* := {Ukl 3l: Uk=x iy t}  
x i 
X i • . 
Let s i := I g,'~ I. For U k C ffx~,* Jk is chosen such that Ua = x i Yak" Let H k be 
the gate in S where U k is computed. All path leading from H k to an output 
Uk,, k' 4: k, can be cut (see Theorem 1), because there exists no monom m, 
such that x i YJk A m is a prime implicant of Uk,, k '  =~ k. Replace H k in S by 
the V-gate Hk,, with inputs x~ and Y;k" The new circuit S '  computes f and 
has at most MC(S)  gates. 
+ there exists at least one V- On every path leading from x i to U k E g/~i, 
gate, otherwise U k Ix~=0 - 0 in contradiction to U k ~ ~'+.  
Claim. There exists no path p, leading from x i to an output U k C g~ + x i  O i l  
which no gate G C M~ exists. If the claim is not fulfilled for the path p, each 
V-gate H t on p has the property, that no x]yh (J4= i) is an implicant of 
ress(Ht). Therefore all implicants of ress(Hz) are either monoms containing 
x~ or monoms which can be replaced by 0 by Theorem 1. Setting x~ = 0, it 
follows that Uk [x~=o =- 0 in contradiction to U k E ~'x+~. Thus we have prove 
our claim. 
Set x i = O. Then all gates in Mx~ can be eliminated. Thus we can eliminate 
]Mxi I + s i gates in S, i.e., 
MC( f )  7> MC( f  ],. =o) + ]M~:,) + si; 
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flx~-o is a semi-disjoint bilinear form. All prime implicants o f f ,  which do 
not contain x i, are prime implicants o f f  [x~=0- Hence it is sufficient o prove 
IMx, I + sl >1 
For the purpose it is again sufficient o prove that ]Mx~ I >~ (r i - si) ~/2, since 
for all positive numbers a ~/2 + b ~/2 >/(a + b) a/2. 
ASSUMPTION. m := IM~J < (r i -- si) 1/2. 
Let G 1 .... , G m be the gates of Mxi. From the definition of Mx~ 
that there exists jt 4: i, h I (l C { 1,..., m}) such that 
it follows, 
xi, Yh, c I(ress(GD). 
Set xj1 . . . . .  Xjm =Yh,  . . . . .  Yhm = 1. Then we can conclude: 
(1) ress(Gt)= 1 for IE  {1,...,m}. 
(2) All outputs U k E ~'x + in S are independent of x i. The reason for 
this claim is, that one every path leading from xi to an output U k E ffx+i there 
exists a gate G t which by the conclusion above now is replaced by 1. 
(3) This assignement replaces at most m2< r~- -s  i outputs by 1, 
because only outputs containing a prime implicant xj~y~, (l, l' C {1,..., m}) 
are replaced by 1. 
(4) From (3) it follows, that there exists at least one output U k C ~/+ 
Xi~ 
that has not been replaced by 1. 
If such an output U~ contains a prime implicant x i y~ before the assignment, 
then it now contains x i )3 or only the variable x i. Hence on one hand no 
output U k E i f+ depends on x i ((1) and (2)), but on the other hand there x i 
+ which depends on x i ((3) and (4)), a must be at least one output U k E £/x~, 
contradiction. Hence m = ]Mx~ [>/(r e - s~)  1/2. 
4. MORE RESULTS BASED ON THEOREM 2 
COROLLARY 1. (a) Let  fvPz be the Toeplitz matr ix  vector product. 
Then MC(fT~z) ~> n 3/2. 
(b) Let  fc i  r be the circle matr ix  vector produet. Then MC(Jcir) ~> n 3/z. 
The definition of these functions and an n log n lower bound may be found 
in [3]. The n 3/2 lower bounds for these two functions follow immediately 
from Theorem 2. 
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COROLLARY 2. Letf ' .  {0, 1}2~2~ {0, 1} ~2 be the Boolean matrix product, 
i.e., 
Ui,: = V aidbld, 1 <~ i,j, I <~ n. 
l<l<~n 
Then MC(f )  = n 3 - -  n 2. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem differs only in one point from the 
general proof of Theorem2. The difference appears by estimating 
[M%~[ = r ia= n. Let us consider those outputs depending on aid. We see 
that each bmj appears exactly in one of the n 2 prime implicants of these n 
outputs. For  the proof of the lower hound we may now follow the proof of 
Theorem 2. For  replacing all n outputs depending on aid by 1 we have to fix 
at least n b-variables to 1. If ]Mai.j [ < n this would be possible by less than n 
variables. 
We like to mention that this result is known (Mehlhorn & Gali l ,  1976; 
Paterson, 1975). But again our proof is much shorter and gives more insight 
into the structure of the problem. Furthermore we can make use of the 
method described here to show the well known n 3/2 lower bound for the 
(1, 1) disjoint Boolean sums. Perhaps there will be more interest problems, 
for which these methods lead to new or well-known lower bounds. 
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